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Electronic Mail (Part 4): Beyond BITNET with GMAIL 

Steven Brehe 
BITNET: SKB@UMNACVX 
Mail on CA, UX, and VX: SKB 

As I explained in our January Newsletter, users of the VX computer can use the VMS MAIL 
utility to send and receive electronic mail over the international BITNET network. But there 
are many other electronic mail networks besides BITNET: networks within a single American 
university or shared among several schools in the same region, and networks like JANET in 
Great Britain, which link most of the educational institutions in their countries. 

Unfortunately it is difficult to communicate with these other networks via VMS MAIL. But 
there is another software package on the VX called GMAIL that does the work for you, 
permitting you to send mail to many other networks quickly and easily. In this article I'll 
explain the basic uses of GMAIL. (Before reading on, you should be familiar with Parts 1 
and 2 in this series, both in our January issue.) 

GMAIL and VMS MAIL 

GMAIL prepares the correct protocol for your message. A protocol is a formatted header to a 
message that allows a network to recognize and process it. In order to send a message to 
another network, a correct header must be appended to the beginning of the file. GMAIL 
does this automatically, and can even handle a mix of "foreign" network addresses and 
distribution files. 

If you know how to use VMS MAIL, you'll find GMAIL easy to use-it was designed to be 
similar to VMS MAIL. You can send messages and files, send to mailing lists, and use the 
EDT text editor in GMAIL, just as you do in VMS MAIL. The HELP facility in GMAIL is also 
similar. 
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There are, however, a few differences: 

• GMAIL is for sending messages and files-you don't read mail with it. Replies to your 
GMAIL messages always arrive as new mail in your VMS MAIL file. 

• Addresses to networks beyond BITNET are generally similar to BITNET addresses, but 
(of course) require some additional information to specify the network you're mailing 
to. 

Beginning GMAIL 

After logging on to the VX, simply type qma.il : 

$ qma.il 
gMail> 

The gMail> prompt will appear; now you can begin entering GMAIL commands. 

Sending Mall on GMAIL 

To send a GMAIL message in the simplest way, type the send command. GMAIL will prompt 
you for an address (with gTo:) and a subject (with gSubj: ), just as in VMS MAIL: 

gMail> send 
gTo: ralphk@cu20b.columbia.edu 
%gMAIL-I-ADDR, gMail address:'CCNET%"ralphk@cu20b.columbia.edu"' 
gSubj: Ed's address 
gEnter your message below. Press CTRL/Z when complete or CTRL/C to 
quit. 

In this example, the address you use- ralphk@cu20b. columbia. edu -is for 
Columbia University's CCNET network. After you type in the address, GMAIL displays a 
response (the line beginning with %gMAIL- I-ADDR), acknowledging your correspondent's 
network. 

You then type in the subject of your message, and GMAIL prompts you for your message 
with gEnter your message below. 

You can now begin typing your message, ending each line with a carriage return (indicated 
below with <CR>): 

gEnter your message below. Press CTRL/Z when complete or CTRL/C to 
quit. 
Ralph: I need Ed's BITNET address. Do <CR> 
you have it? If so, please send it to me ASAP. <CR> 
Thanks. <CR> 
<CTRL/Z> 

As in VMS MAIL, you can end your message with CONTROUZ (CTRL/Z) or CONTROUC 
(CTRL/C}. (In each control sequence, you hold down the CONTROL key on your keyboard 
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while pressing the Z or C key.) 

If you end with CONTROUZ, as in the example above, your message is sent. If you end with 
CONTROUC, your message is not sent. 

As with BITNET mail, your message does not travel directly from Minnesota to Columbia, but 
moves along the BITNET network, through BITNET's gateway to CCNET, to its final 
destination, relayed from one university computer center to another. Each network node, as 
it receives your mail, sends a message back to your terminal. You do not have to sit and 
watch these messages-you can work with other packages on the VX or log off. Your 
message will continue its journey. 

There are several variations on the send command; some of them are described later in this 
article. 

GMAIL Addresses 

The format of a GMAIL address is typically: 

user@host.domain 

In an actual address, you will replace user with the specific username of your 
correspondent on his or her computer. Replace host with the code name for your 
correspondent's computer. The domain code specifies the network (or portion of a 
network) your correspondent's computer is attached to. 

The user and host codes are typically separated by the@ sign; the host and domain codes 
are typically separated by a period. As in the CCNET example used in this article, a domain 
code may contain two or more parts, with each part separated by a period. 

GMAIL communicates with many networks, and each network requires something different in 
its address codes. To learn about the domain code of a particular network, you will have to 
use GMAIL's help gateways command, part of GMAIL's HELP utility, as described 
below. 

Finding addresses: I wish there was a universal electronic mail directory that provided all 
the addresses of computer users everywhere. There isn't. As with BITNET, you'll get your 
information about addresses on CCNET or JANET from a variety of sources: Letters, word
of-mouth, etc. Some professional and scholarly journals now publish the electronic 
addresses of their contributors, and some professional and learned societies publish the 
addresses of their members. 

As electronic mail becomes more popular, specialized directories, printed and on-line, will 
certainly become more common. For now, however, users have to collect specific 
addresses themselves. 

Other Commands 

There are several GMAIL commands; we'll describe a few of the most useful here. 
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Using HELP: After you've entered GMAIL, you can use the help utility by simply typing 
help. GMAIL responds with brief instructions on using the help utility and a list of available 
commands and topics. 

Or you can type help and a GMAIL command, and immediately receive an explanation of 
that command and its format. For example, typing help send causes GMAIL to display 
information about its send command. 

A useful topic in the HELP file is gateways. Typing help gateways produces a list of all 
the networks you can reach with GMAIL. Then you can select a single network from this list, 
type its name, and get more information about this network-including the required format of 
the addresses in this network. 

Sending flies: As in VMS MAIL, you can send VMS files with GMAIL. In response to the 
gMail> prompt, type 

gMail> send filename.typ 

replacing filename. typ with the name of the file, using the standard format of filenames 
on VMS systems (which includes the period followed by a file type). 

Using EDT within GMAIL: Entering the EDT text editor from GMAIL is very similar to 
entering it from VMS MAIL. In response to the gMail> prompt, type the command 
send/edit. GMAIL will prompt you for an address and subject as usual, and then go 
directly to the EDT editor. At that point you can prepare your message with line-editing or 
screen-editing. When you're finished, exit EDT with the exit command-you'll return to 
GMAIL, and your message will be sent immediately. If you decide you do not want to send 
the message, leave EDT with the quit command. 

Using distribution lists: As in VMS MAIL, you can use mailing lists-also called 
distribution lists-to send the same message to several people with a single set of GMAIL 
commands. 

You prepare your distribution lists for GMAIL exactly as you do for VMS MAIL. Use EDT to 
create a text file containing the addresses of these people, recording their addresses one to 
a line, and give this file the filetype .dis. When GMAIL prompts you for an address with gTo : 
type the@ sign followed by the file name (in this example, members): 

gTo: @members 

You do not have to type the file type .dis. 

Proceed with the message as usual. GMAIL will distribute your message to all users whose 
addresses are in the file members.dls. 

Forwarding mall: You can also use GMAIL to forward a VMS MAIL message to someone 
on another network. The procedure is, however, a bit indirect. 
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First, while in VMS MAIL, extract the message with the extract command, turning it into a 
text file: The command will look like this: 

MAIL> extract $ 

This command will write the message into a VMS file called $.txt. (Yes, this is an odd file 
name, but GMAIL requires it for the next step.) Now enter GMAIL and type this command: 

gMail> forward_$ 

(Note the underscore between forward and$.) Then proceed with the address and 
subject as usual. The forward command will cause GMAIL to look for the file called $.txt 
and send it to the specified address. The VMS system will then delete the latest version of 
the $.txt file you forwarded. 

Replying to mall: Replying via GMAIL to a message received in VMS MAIL is similar to 
forwarding via GMAIL. 

First, extract the VMS MAIL message, giving it the file name $.txt, like so: 

MAIL> extract $ 

Then go into GMAIL and type this command: 

gMail> rep1y_to_$ 

(Note the underscoring between words.) GMAIL will find the VMS text file $.txt, read the 
sender's address, and prepare to send your reply to the sender of the MAIL message. 
GMAIL will then prompt you for your reply as usual. 

From GMAIL to VMS MAIL: You can move directly from GMAIL to VMS MAIL by simply 
typing mai1. The MAIL> prompt will appear immediately. Then, when you exit from 
MAIL, you'll be back in GMAIL. 

Unfortunately, if you enter MAIL first, you cannot move from MAIL to GMAIL as easily-you 
must exit MAIL, then enter GMAIL. 

We are now exploring ways to send mail to other networks without leaving VMS MAIL. If this 
becomes feasible, we will provide more information in future issues of this Newsletter. 

For More Information 

There is, to our knowledge, no other printed documentation on GMAIL. For on-line 
information, log on to the VX and type he1p @coumunications. This opens up a help 
utility containing information about electronic mail and other communication facilities 
available on our VX machine. The GMAIL topic in this help file contains all the information 
available in GMAIL's own HELP file. 

For more information about VMS MAIL and BITNET, see the resources listed in the first three 
articles, all in the January issue of this Newsletter. 
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The send command and the receive utility-both on our VAXNMS computer, the 
VX-help you to exchange information with other users on the VX and with colleagues on 
the BITNET network. 

With the send command you can 

• send files to another user 

• send a limited number of commands to another VMS computer 

• exchange brief messages with another user 

With the receive utility you can receive files sent to you by another VX user or a BITNET 
correspondent. 

Using send to send long files is far more convenient-for you and your correspondents
than sending files with VMS MAIL. For you, send is faster because it requires fewer 
commands. For your correspondents, using receive is faster than reading through a long 
file a screen at a time in VMS MAIL. Your correspondents can also edit or print the sent file 
immediately, whereas in VMS MAIL they must extract the MAIL file first. 

This article assumes that you have some experience with VMS MAIL and BITNET, or that 
you've read Parts 1 and 2 in this series of articles, both of which appeared in our January 
issue. 

Sending Files 

To send a VMS file to another VX user, you must know the other user's VX username. Then 
you use the send/ fil.e command, which has this format: 

send/fil.e filename username 

If, for example, you're sending the VMS file classfile.lis to username pog, you will type this 
command: 

$ send/fil.e cl.assfil.e.l.is poq 
$ 

Note that the system gives you no confirmation that the file is sent. User pog will receive the 
file immediately. Users need not be logged on to their account to receive the files you send 
them. They will, however, have to use the receive utility to copy the file to their VX 
directory, as explained later. 

If you want to send more than one file at a time, string the file names together with commas: 

$ send/fil.e cl.assfil.e.l.is,cl.ass2.l.is poq 
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Sending over BITNET: If you want to send a file to a BITNET correspondent, you can 
also use the send/ file command. 

When you're sending a file over BITNET, the format for send/file is very similar to the 
format you use for sending to another VX user. The difference is that you replace the 
username with your correspondent's BITNET address: 

$ send/file filename user@node 

If you're sending classflle.lis to user Ism at Notre Dame, you'll type 

$ send/file classfile.lis lsm@irishmvs 

Each node on the BITNET network will send a message back to your terminal as it receives 
your file and passes the file on to the next node. You,do not have to watch these messages 
come in. You can work with other VX packages or log off. 

File length: Transmitted files are limited to 300,000 bytes {i.e., 3750 eighty-character 
lines). If you need to send a longer file, break it up into smaller files before you send it. 

Receiving Flies 

If a VX user or a BITNET correspondent sends you a file, you'll need to use the receive 
utility to write the file to your directory. 

You'll know that a file has been sent to you, because when you log on, the operating system 
will display a message telling you, as in the following example: 

Welcome to VMS Version 4.2 on VAX-8600 
Please Enter Username 
Username: YOURS 
Password: EXAMPLES 

Welcome to VAX/VMS version V4.2 12 February 87, 3:55 P.M. 
Academic Computing Services and Systems -- University of Minnesota 

Type RECEIVE to process 1 new network file. 

$ 

In response to the operating system's dollar-sign prompt, type receive. In response, the 
receive utility will list the names of the network files you can copy to your directory, and 
then display its prompt: 

$ receive 
Files received 
Source file 
HUM1.MSS;1 
RECEIVE> 

for YOURS 
Class Node User 
PUN A UMNACVX PMG 

Date Time 
12-Feb-1987 09:36 

Records 
422 

Here the network file-or "source" file-is named hum1.mss;1. When the RECEIVE> 
prompt appears, type the receive command, a space, and the file name: 

RECEIVE> receive huma.mss;l 
%RECEIVE-S-COPIED, copied punch file 

Continued on page 52 
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from: HUM1.MSS;1 
to: USERB: [YOURS]HUM1.MSS;1 
RECEIVE> 

As shown above, the receive utility verifies that the copy has been written to your 
directory. 

If you need to receive two sources files, you can do it with a single command, joining the two 
file names with a comma: 

$ receive 
Files received for YOURS 
Source file Class Node User Date Time 
SEND2.LIS;1 PUN A UMNACVX SKB 12-FEB-1987 14:55 
SENDFILE.LIS;1 PUN A UMNACVX SKB 12-FEB-1987 14:55 
RECEIVE> receive send2.1is,sendfi1e.1is 
%RECEIVE-S-COPIED, copied punch file 
from: SEND2.LIS;1 
to: USERB: [YOURS]SEND2.LIS;1 
%RECEIVE-S-COPIED, copied punch file 
from: SENDFILE.LIS;1 
to: USERB: [YOURS]SENDFILE.LIS;1 
RECEIVE> 

The receive utility verifies the copying of both files. 

Records 
6 
6 

Alternatively, you can simply type receive * to copy all source files to your directory. 

You may wish to copy the source file to your directory under a different name. In the 
following example, source file that has been sent to you is named oldname.lis, and you 
are copying it to your directory as newname.lls. 

$ receive 
Files received for YOURS 
Source file Class Node User Date Time Records 
OLDNAME.LIS;1 PUN A UMNACVX SKB 12-FEB-1987 14:57 6 
RECEIVE> receive o1dname.1is newname.1is 
%RECEIVE-S-COPIED, copied punch file 
from: OLDNAME.LIS;1 
to: USERB: [YOURS]NEWNAME.LIS;1 
RECEIVE> exit 
$ 

To leave the receive utility, type exit. 

Sending Commands over BITNET 

You can send a very limited number of commands to some other computers over BITNET. 
The commands do not give you access to files or any important system resources. They do, 
however, help you obtain a minimal amount of information about the other system so that 
you can use the send command for interactive communication, as described in the next 
section. 
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The format of the command is send @node. So, to use send in this way, you must know 
the name of a particular BITNET node. For the following example, we'll use BITNET node 
uncg, at the University of North Carolina, Greensboro. 

$ send @uncg 
(uncg) : show users 
(uncg) : <CR> 

The prompt for commands will be the node name, as shown here. The show users 
command will cause the uncg system to display at your terminal a list of all usernames 
currently logged on to the computer in Greensboro. With this information, you can 
communicate with one of those users, as explained in the next section. 

You can also use show users on the VX to obtain a list of all users currently logged on 
to the VX. You can communicate with them with send, too, as will be explained later. 

Other VMS commands you can send to nodes running the JNET communication package 
include show time and help. 

Interactive Communication with SEND 

With send you can also communicate interactively with another VX or BITNET user. (The 
other user must, of course, be logged on at the time.) 

Use this kind of communication with discretion. Remember that other users may not 
appreciate having their work interrupted. And remember that this form of BITNET 
communication takes precedence over mail and file transfer-that is, when you exchange 
messages interactively like this, you may be delaying other BITNET traffic. Please keep your 
BITNET conversations short. 

The format of this version of the send command is 

send user 

Replace user with the username of the person you're communciating with. If the usemame 
you're sending to is not currently logged on, you'll receive an error message to that effect. 

For example, if you have used show user to determine that a colleague of yours (username 
cba} is also logged on to the VX, you can type 

$ send cba 
CBA: 

The VX prompts you as shown here. You can then type a one-line message followed by a 
carriage return (<CR>}: 

$ send cba 
CBA: Hi! Where's the committee meeting today? <CR> 
CBA: 

The VX will continue prompting you for further messages with CBA: as shown above. When 
you press RETURN, the message will be sent to user CBA immediately, appearing on her 
terminal with your username, like so: 

Continued on page 54 
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$ 
SKD (VTA292) - Hi! Where's the committee meeting today? 
$ 

User CBA can use the send command to respond to you, user SKD. (The parentheses 
contain information about the terminal you are using. This information is not necessarily 
useful to your correspondent, but send displays it anyway.) 

You can continue exchanging messages with your VX correspondent as long as you like. 
When you're through, type a carriage return to end the prompting: 

$ send cba 
CBA: Hi! Where's the committee meeting today? <CR> 
CBA: 

CBA(VTA292) - Hi! The meeting is cancelled. We will meet 
CBA(VTA292) - next week at the usual time and place. 

$ 

CBA: Thanks. See you there. <CR> 
CBA: <CR> 

After the last carriage return, the VMS dollar-sign prompt appears again. 

Sending over BITNET: Sending messages over BITNET is very similar-your 
correspondent must be logged on at the time you send the message. But you need to 
include your correspondent's complete BITNET address in the send command: 

$ send baq@uncg 
(UNCG)BAQ: I am trying to reach Prof. Rogers <CR> 
(UNCG)BAQ: at your university. Do you happen <CR> 
(UNCG)BAQ: to know his username? <CR> 

In this case, your correspondent's node name appears in parentheses as part of the prompt. 

Each line of your message will be transmitted separately over BITNET, appearing with your 
BITNET address on your correspondent's terminal screen. Your correspondent may then 
respond. In this kind of BITNET communication you will not receive notices from BITNET 
nodes as your message is relayed across the network. 

To end the prompting, type a carriage return in response to the prompt. The VMS dollar
sign prompt will reappear. 

You'll find this method of communication a bit slow, and the speed with which your message 
travels over BITNET can vary, depending on the distance your message must travel and the 
amount of traffic on the network at the time. In a recent BITNET conversation I had with a 
user in North Carolina, we found that a message might take 15 to 20 seconds to travel one 
way. 

If you decide you don't want to be interrupted by other people's send messages, you can set 
your terminal with the command set termina1/nobroadcast. Use this command 
carefully. It will stop all messages coming to you-including other electronic mail, system 
notices, etc., for the duration of your terminal session. 
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For More Information 

Both send and receive are described in the VX's HELP utilty. Type help send or 
help receive for on-line information. 

RECEIVE also has a built-in help utility. In response to the RECEIVE> prompt, type help. 

More on VMS MAIL and BITNET 

Steven Brehe 

Beyond BITNET 

As things stand now, using GMAIL instead of VMS MAIL is the easiest way to communicate 
with users on networks other than BITNET. ACSS is now exploring ways to make other 
networks easily accessible through VMS MAIL. We'll provide more information in future 
issues of this Newsletter as it becomes available. 

LISTSERV 

LISTSERV is the mail list server for the BITNET Information Center. It is a piece of software 
that maintains large distribution lists for special interest groups across the BITNET network. 
Most current LISTSERV distribution lists are organized around technical topics and interests. 

As a BITNET user, you can get an index of current lists, add your name to one or more lists, 
remove your name from lists, and send and receive mail to others on a LISTSERV list. For 
information on using LISTSERV, log on to the VX and type 

$help @communications bitnet listserv 

Corrections 

In the article "Electronic Mail (Part 3): More VMS MAIL Commands," which appeared in our 
January issue, there is an error. On page 12, in the description of the use of distribution 
lists, this example appeared: 

To: @members,phj,pmg 

This won't work. The name of the distribution list (@members in this example) must always 
appear last, after all additional usernames. The example should have looked like this: 

To: phj,pmq,@members 

On page 12 in the same article, there is an error in the section on Defining Shorter 
Network Names. The VMS define command strips out single pairs of quotation marks; 
this leaves the full BITNET address unintelligible to the VMS MAIL utility. In defining a 
shorter BITNET address with define, you must use five pairs of quotation marks in the 

Continued on page 56 
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BITNET address, as in this example: 

$ define jack "jnet%""jmsmith@irishmvs"" 

The define command will strip out three pairs of quotes, leaving one pair after the % sign 
and one at the end of the BITNET address. 

We regret any inconvenience these errors may have caused our readers. 

Guidelines for Using BITNET 

Steven Brehe 

56 

ACSS provides access to the BITNET network to University faculty, students, and staff who 
have an account on the VX (our VAXNMS computer). User accounts are charged for 
connect time, processor time, and file storage. (Researchers with University research 
computing grants will find that these charges are covered by their grants.) ACSS pays for 
network connection charges and communication charges. 

ACSS is obligated to conform to BITNET's guidelines for the use of the network, and to 
encourage its users to follow these guidelines as well. Here are the guidelines for BITNET 
users: 

Your use of BITNET must be consistent with the network's goal: to facilitate the 
exchange of non-commercial information in support of a member institution's mission of 
education and research. Commercial use is strictly forbidden. 

BITNET is not a secure network; do not use it to transmit confidential or security-sensitive 
data. 

Do not transmit files over BITNET that are larger than 300,000 bytes (or 3,750 SO
character lines). Remember that you can always transmit files larger than this by 
breaking them up into smaller files. (Large files sent over BITNET can cause "traffic" 
problems. A large file will reach its destination, but will slow transmission of other 
users' files and messages.) 

You may not send proprietary software over BITNET. 

Please prepare messages carefully, keep them as brief as possible, and avoid rude or 
abusive remarks. BITNET also discourages using the network for casual and frivolous 
purposes. (Remember, all messages you send are stored on the recipient's account, 
which is charged for the storage of the message until the recipient deletes it.) 

We believe these guidelines are quite reasonable. If a user will not conform to BITNET's 
guidelines, ACSS may have to close that user's account. Those who use BITNET for illegal 
purposes may face prosecution. Please report abuses of BITNET to the ACSS HELP-Line 
(626-5592). 

Guidelines may change as the need arises. 

These guidelines were adapted from "BITNET Usage Guidelines," published by the BITNET 
Network Information Center (INFO@BITNIC), operated by EDUCOM, P.O. Box 364, 
Princeton, NJ 08540, (609) 734-1878. 
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Instructional Computing 

Instructional Services Meeting: More Questions, 
More Answers 

L. A. Liddiard and many others 
BITNET: Liddiard@UMNACVX 
Mail on VX: LIDDIARD 
Mail on UX: LAL 

As reported in last month's Newsletter, ACSS held an Instructional Services Meeting on 
December 8th, 1986. Following in bold are additional written questions and requests we 
have received, with a reply in plain text. 

We badly need an Instructional lab facility and guallfled, helpful consultants on 
hand. ACSS can only be the facilitator for new instructional timesharing or micro labs. The 
required space must be authorized by a department or college. The college computing plan 
must include the equipment, software, and furnishings for this lab in the college request to 
Information Systems (IS) for instructional computing. Information Systems co-ordinates the 
distribution of the Instructional Computing Fund. 

If the lab is available to all university students (an "all university lab"), then ACSS will pay for 
the equipment maintenance, communication, and supply costs. Generally the main user 
department allocates teaching assistant funds for knowledgeable staffing (80 hours per 
week) of the lab during school sessions. For "all university labs" some ACSS funds may be 
available for additional staffing. 

Shih-Pau Yen, Associate Director of ACSS, will help you on this type of request. You may 
call him at 625-7854. 

Would It be possible to Install TRUE BASIC on the CA machine? This would 
allow the teaching of structured programs In BASIC. This version of the 
language Is said to be machine-Independent so students could use CA, IBM 
PC's, or MOIS with little difficulty switching from one machine to another. 
ACSS will investigate if this portable BASIC exists in a version that will run on the CYBER 
CA and other ACSS central systems. The printed literature states that TRUE BASIC is only 
available for the IBM PC, Macintosh, and Commodore Amiga microcomputers. 

I would like Information on how to access SAS and how to dial up the 
mainframe. Interactive SAS on the CYBER would be wonderful, particularly 
with a powerful full screen editor (like Xedit on the IBM system that uses VM 
CMS). 

I need SAS on the Health Sciences CYBER. 

Our November Newsletter gave information on accessing SAS on ACSS's VMS system. 
Our VMS Brief gives dial-up and log-on information about the VMS system. There are no 

Continued on page 58 
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plans to put SAS on any CYBER NOS system. CDC plans to make SAS available on their 
NOSNE (Virtual Environment} CYBER systems sometime after October 1987. ACSS 
manages the CYBER 830 for IT as part of a CDC Engineering Center grant, and we expect to 
change it from NOS to a NOSNE operating system in late summer. Thus we recommend 
either our VMS or the St. Paul IBM system if you require SAS in your immediate computing 
plans. 

We forwarded the second request to the Health Sciences Center, which has a CYBER 
running NOSNE and expects to add SAS when it is available. 

I am Interested (as the most beginning of beginners) In what computerized 
Instructional services you have for studio arts (or what might be possible). 

We are sending you descriptions of a number of art programs (developed by Kevin 
McMahon) that are on the CYBER. 

I have always hoped that some group was putting all of the world's painting, sculpture and 
other art (Prado, Rijksmuseum, Hermitage, Louvre, private collections, etc.) onto compact 
disks with high RGB fidelity to the original color. These disks with 50,000 images should 
allow programmed investigation of questions such as: follow the visual history of perspective 
equestrian art; brighten my windowless room for the next 8 hours by sequencing Van 
Gogh's last X canvases, determine hue percentages on a specific painting; three 
dimensionally (holographic viewing} examine Michelangelo's reclining figures backward in 
time. I hope that human endeavor in the visual arts can be widely made available. 

Members of our micro group have done work using micros with video disks for programmed 
learning in law and other subjects. Projects WOKSAPE and MINNEMAC have awarded 
micro equipment to principal investigators delving into this type of project. 

I would like to have "S" (from Bell Labs) on the UX. We have just finished putting 
up several packages on the ENCORE UNIX system, UX, for the Applied Statistics 
department. Among these areS and Multreg. Information on the other packages is 
available in man pages on the UX system. See man packages for a complete list and 
brief description of each. 

1 need Information on printing large amounts of output on high-speed printers 
for students. The HELP-Line (626-5592) can recommend a procedure to handle this and 
other computing questions. You should be aware that instructional users of timesharing 
receive an allotment from Information Systems at the beginning of the school year to pay for 
your department's student connect time at 60 cents per hour and 4 cents per printed image. 
If you expect your department's use this year to be higher than last year or if your department 
is not currently receiving an allotment, you may apply to Information Systems for funds to 
cover those costs. 

1 would like to evaluate a simulation language for use In a class I teach. The 
language Is ACSL (Advanced Computer Simulation Language, Mitchell & 
Gauthier Associates, Concord, MA). Is this possible? This language may also 
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be useful for some research applications. It runs on a VAX system. Our 
language supervisor, Janet Eberhart (626-1897), contacted the software company and found 
that they allow a 60-day trial of ACSL. ACSS has some funds for acquisition and will work 
with you if the language is suitable for your class use. 

Liberal Arts Computing 

International Conference on Data Bases 

Steven Brehe 

We have received information about the International Conference on Data Bases in the 
Humanities and Social Sciences, which will meet in Montgomery, Alabama, on July 11 
through 13 at Auburn University. Topics of the conference include: 

• available data resources 
• research methodology 
• computer-assisted instruction 
• software packages 
• the impact of new technology on research and instruction 
• the role of archives, museums, libraries, and computer centers in storing and 

distributing machine-readable resources 

Interested readers should register no later than June 1. For more information call (205) 244-
9202 or write 

ICDBHSS '87 Coordinator 
AUM Library Administration 
Auburn University at Montgomery 
Montgomery, AL 36193-0401 

Gettina Output 

Printing at West Bank 
Dave Bianchi 

The PRINT command has been changed to allow UN=EB to be used. This will print a file on 
the laser printer at West Bank. Previously, files could only be sent via PRINT to BC 
(Lauderdale) and EA (Lind Hall). Printing at West Bank is restricted to the same type of 
output as EA (landscape, portrait, 66 or 88 lines per page, or reduced). Other features, like 
duplex, are available only on the Lauderdale printer. For more information on PRINT, use 
WRITEUP, PRINT on the CYBERs. 
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PrOtJramming Languages 

New Pascal Standard Ready for Review 
Jim Miner 
BITNET: JFM@UMNACVX 
Mail on CA, MD, UX, and VX: jfm 
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The fruit of eight years of labor is ready for sampling by the public. The American Pascal 
standards committee (JPC) and its international counterpart (WG2) have published a draft of 
the proposed standard for a new programming language called Extended Pascal. The 
language is intended to be upwardly compatible with the existing Pascal standard 
(sometimes called Classic Pascal). A public comment period, running from January 2 
through May 2 of this year, provides users and implementors an opportunity to offer support 
or criticism of the proposed standard or any of its features. 

This article summarizes the new language features supported by Extended Pascal and 
encourages you to share your comments on the proposed standard with the Pascal 
committees and with ACSS. 

What Features Are Proposed for Extended Pascal? 

Extended Pascal is proposed as a new standard, in addition to-rather than 
replacing-Classic Pascal. Thus programs and compilers that comply with Classic Pascal 
will continue to do so, while new programs and compilers can be developed in accord with 
the new standard. The proposed coexistence of two Pascal standards (Classic and 
Extended) contrasts with the practice of standards committees for other programming 
languages such as Fortran, where the present standard, Fortran-77, replaced its 
predecessor, Fortran-66. The only restrictions introduced into Extended Pascal as 
compared with Classic Pascal are the five new reserved words: export, import, module, 
otherwise, and value. 

The following new features are incorporated by the proposal: 

Modules. The module is similar in many ways to the package feature of Ada and the module 
feature of Modula-2, where implementations can compile the modules of a program 
separately while performing strict type checking across the entire program. This differs from 
the independent compilation supported by Fortran and C, where it is left to the programmer 
to ensure that parameter lists and types are used consistently-what Pascalers call working 
without a safety net. 

Each module has an interface part declaring exported entities such as variables, types, and 
procedures, and an implementation part declaring private details of the module. A module 
exports one or more named interfaces, each of which is declared to contain one or more 
named entities. The entities in an interface are accessible in each program, procedure, 
function, and other module that imports that interface. An import specification can make 
visible all names in an interface, or it can make visible only those explicitly selected. An 
import specification indicates whether or not each visible entity name must be qualified by 
the interface name using dot notation (e.g., Interface. Entity) each time it is used. Each 
visible entity can be used as if it had been declared at the point of import. The name of an 
entity in an interface can be changed whenever it is exported or imported. 
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A program consists of a main program, that looks like a program in Classic Pascal, together 
with any modules that the program requires. The modules and main program can be in any 
order, so long as the interface part that exports an interface precedes its implementation part 
and every other part that imports that interface. 

Schemata. A schema is a type "generator'' in which the bounds of subrange types are 
parameterized and can be determined at execution time. When a parameterized subrange 
is used as the index type of an array, the number of array elements can be determined at 
execution time. This permits arrays of various sizes to be substituted for the same parameter 
in separate calls to a procedure. Further, a program can determine the size of its arrays 
based, for example, on input data. Schemata are more powerful and elegant than the 
"conformant array parameters" that are an optional feature of Classic Pascal. 

Variable-length Strings. A variable-length string type has a maximum length, called its 
capacity, which is determined by the programmer. Both char type and fixed-length string 
types (packed array [ 1 .. n] of char} are compatible with variable-length strings for 
purposes of assignment, comparison, and other operations. Operators include: 
concatenation(+) and comparison with implicit blank padding of the shorter operand(=,<>, 
<=, <, >, >=). There are several new functions: length, index (yields the location of a 
substring), substr (yields the substring at a given location), trim (removes trailing blanks), 
and EQ, NE, LE, LT, GT, and GE (perform comparison with no padding of shorter string). 
Procedures readstr and writestr perform a "read" from and a "write" to a string, just as 
read and write operate on a textfile. The notation s [ i .. j] permits a substring of a string 
variable to be treated as a variable in some contexts. 

Direct-access Files. Direct-access (or "random-access") files are declared to have an index 
type like an array, and a component type like a Classic Pascal file. Components are added 
to a file sequentially, but new procedures permit positioning to any existing component for 
purposes of reading, (re-)writing, or updating. The function position yields the current 
component position, and LastPosi tion yields the position of the last component. 

Complex Numbers. The new predefined type complex defines an approximation to the 
complex numbers. Complex numbers are written either using Cartesian notation with the 
cmplx (x, y) function or using polar notation with the polar (r, t) function. The 
components of a complex number z are obtained using the four predeclared functions: 
re ( z) and im ( z) for Cartesian, and abs ( z) and arg ( z) for polar. Extended Pascal does 
not specify a preferred representation (rectangular or polar). All of the arithmetic operations 
and functions of Classic Pascal have been extended to handle complex numbers, as have 
the equality operators. No input-output feature has been added for complex numbers. 

Binding of File Variables. Binding of file variables to external files or devices is handled by 
the predeclared procedures and functions. Unbind (f) causes the file variable f to become 
unbound. Bind ( f, b) binds the file variable f to the entity described by the variable b. The 
type of b, BindingType, is a record type with two required fields called name and bound, 
having a string type and Boolean as their types, respectively. Any other fields are defined as 
extensions by the implementation. The function binding (f) returns a value of 
BindingType. The field bound indicates whether f is bound. If f is bound, the value 
represents the current binding of f, and if f is not bound the value represents the default 
binding for f. 

Relaxed Order of Declarations. The fixed order of declarations in Classic Pascal is 
relaxed-there can be any number of const, type, var, procedure, and function 
declaration parts in any order. 

Continued on page 62 
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Variable-initialization Declaration. Initialization assignments of constants to variables can be 
grouped in one place in each block. 

Underscores in Identifiers. Underscores are permitted but restricted so that two underscores 
cannot be adjacent and they must not begin or end the identifier. 

Non-decimal Integers. Integers may be expressed in the text of a program using any base 
from 2 to 36. For example, the following are binary, octal, and hex representations of 27: 
2#11011, 8#33, and 16#1b (or 16#1B}. 

Standard Numeric Input. The read procedure permits real numbers to not have digits on 
both sides of the decimal point (e.g., 5. or . 5e1). These are not permitted in Classic Pascal. 

Constant Expressions. Any place a constant is required, a constant expression can be used. 
Thus one can define: const size = 100; max = size-1; 
pi= 4 * arctan(1); 

Structured-value Constructors. Values of structured types (arrays, records, and sets) can be 
expressed, without using variables, by means of constructors. 

Structured Functions. Functions are permitted to return arrays, records, and sets. In 
addition, a special 'iunction result variable" notation permits the function result to be used 
inside the function like a local variable. 

Case statements and variant records. These are permitted to use the subrange notation for 
ranges of labels and can use otherwise to represent a default. 

Extend Procedure. The new procedure extend can be used on any file variable to prepare 
for appending new components at its end. This is like rewrite except that existing data is 
not thrown away. 

Environmental Characteristics. There are four new predefined constants: MaxChar is the 
largest character value in the type char, MaxReal is the largest positive value of type real, 
MinReal is the smallest positive value of type real, and EpsReal is the smallest value of 
type real such that 1. 0 + EpsReal > 1. 0. 

Sets. The set operator >< performs the set symmetric difference (exclusive-or): 
a><b= (a +b) - (a *b) . The function card ( s) returns the cardinality (number of members) of 
the set expressions. The for statement can iterate through all members of a set expression 
in unspecified order: for i in s do statement. 

Date and Time. A new type, TimeStampType, and three new functions, TimeStamp, Date, 
and Time permit obtaining the current time and date and converting them to the 
implementation's preferred string representation. 

ReiValue Function. Rel Value is a generalization of pred and succ for operating on ordinal
typed values (such as char and user-defined enumerated types): 
RelValue(x,1}=succ(x), RelValue(x,-1}=pred(x), 
ord(RelValue(x,k)} = ord(x) + k. Asaspecialcase,RelValueservesasan 
inverse of the ord function. 
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Zero Field-width. The field-width in a write command is permitted to be zero. In Classic 
Pascal it has to be at least 1. 

Halt Procedure. Halt causes program execution to cease. 

Conformant Array Parameters. This feature is an optional feature in Extended Pascal, just as 
in Classic Pascal. Note that the function of conformant array parameters is better served by 
schemata. 

How Do I Comment on the Proposed Standard? 

As you read the preceding summary, you might notice aspects of one or more language 
features that you like or dislike, or you might think important features are missing. This is 
your opportunity to make your thoughts known and to help shape the new standard! Write 
your ideas down, and send them to both: 

X3-Secretariat I CBEMA 
311 First Street NW, Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20001 

Board of Standards Review 
American National Standards Institute 
1430 Broadway 
New York, NY 10018 

Be sure to include your name and address and mention document X3.160 (the full 
description of the proposed standard) and Extended Pascal. By its rules, the American 
Pascal standards committee will attempt to resolve all comments and must respond in writing 
to every com mentor. 

ACSS has prepared a more detailed summary, including examples. If you would like a 
copy, please call or write Jim Miner at the address below. 

There are questions that cannot be answered by any summary. The actual draft of the 
proposed standard is the ultimate authority, and must be consulted for details. Copies can 
be ordered from Global Engineering Documents for $35 each. Call800-854-7179 and ask 
for document X3.160. Remember that this is not the final standard because some changes 
are likely to be made in response to public comments, and that the public comment period 
ends on May 2. 

Finally, we at ACSS would welcome your views about the desirability of the new Extended 
Pascal. Do you think it would be useful in your work or teaching? Please use electronic 
mail, call, or write to Jim Miner, 626-1091, ACSS, 2520 Broadway Drive, Lauderdale, MN 
55113. 

PL 1 on the CYBER CA to Disappear 
Jim Miner 

PL 1 will be removed permanently from the CA at the end of winter quarter, due to lack of use 
and poor quality of the compiler. Direct comments to Jim Miner (626-1 091 ). 
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Text Processing 

Text Processing Services 
Elaine Collins 
BITNET: ENC@UMNACVX 
Mail on UX, VX: ENC 

TeXtures, version 0.9, published by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, is now available 
for demonstration. TeXtures is described as a "Personal Typesetting System" for the 
Macintosh which combines TeX, the typesetting language developed by Donald Knuth, with 
the interactive and graphics features of the Macintosh. 

TeXis a very powerful and sophisticated program noted for its tight control over the 
appearance of the printed page and its mathematics formatting capabilities. TeXtures 
integrates TeX into the Macintosh environment. TeXtures uses Macintosh windows in 
documents for writing and editing text; for incorporating MacDraw, MacPaint, or other 
graphics into a file to be typeset; for displaying TeX error messages; and for viewing typeset 
output on screen before it is printed. Pull-down menus are available for file-handling chores, 
text editing functions, selecting TeX macro packages, choosing windows, and changing 
magnification for viewing output. 

TeXtures also works with text-only files created with other editors. Its typeset files can be 
printed on dot-matrix or laser printers or typesetters networked with the Macintosh. PostScript 
commands can also be put into a file to be typeset and printed on a PostScript printer, 
though their effects will not show up on the screen. TeXtures comes with the complete family 
of Knuth's Computer Modern fonts and with information for using all the fonts in the Apple 
LaserWriter and LaserWriter Plus. 

Addison-Wesley expects to ship the version 1.0 upgrade early this year. The major 
enhancement will be final documentation for TeXtures. 

Contact Elaine Collins at 625-1391 if you are interested in further information or a 
demonstration of TeXtures. 

The Classifieds 

For Sale 

64 

NEC Neax-12A EPABX telephone system previously used at the ACSS Lauderdale 
Computer Facility. The system includes 75 single-line touchtone sets and one PBX 
Attendant console. Interested parties should contact either Ron Fleagle (625-0704) or Pete 
Bartz (626-1661 ). 
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Xerox 8700 Output for Graphics 

Michele Lewis 
BITNET: GRAPHJCS@UMNACVX 
Mail on VX: GRAPHICS 

Graohics 

The Xerox 8700 laser printer is now available on the VX as a hard-copy output device from 
Precision Visuals Inc.'s packages-DI-3000, PicSure, Grafmaker, and the Contour System. 
You control the resolution capabilities of the Xerox and can change resolution from 37.5 to 
300.0 pixels per inch. 

You can create graphics files to be sent to the Xerox in two different ways. Your application 
program may directly create a Xerox "vector file" with the PVI packages, or the program may 
create a metafile. You can then "post-process" the metafile with the Metafile Translator to 
create the Xerox vector file or to view at a graphics terminal. See MOREHELP GRAPHICS 
013000 and MORE HELP GRAPHICS PVI for details on running the Metafile Translator or an 
application program with Precision Visuals Inc.'s packages. 

Choose Xerox laser printer output with the command 

$ SETDRV XER 

Then you may run either your application program or the Metafile Translator. You will be 
asked a series of questions concerning plot orientation (portrait or landscape), units of 
measure (inches or centimeters), resolution, and the maximum x andy dimensions. Several 
messages will be printed out while the pictures are being processed. When processing is 
done, you'll find a file called FOROOl. DAT on your current directory. This is the Xerox vector 
file. You can rename it if you like and send it to the Xerox for printing with the following 
command: 

$ ENQUEUE X9700 fi1ename 

The metafile userc: [pvi. user .1ink] usmap. m£1 is available for you to test the 
Xerox laser output. Copy the file to your directory, post-process with the Metafile Translator, 
and enqueue it to the Xerox. 

If you have questions or problems plotting on the Xerox 8700, call Michele Lewis at (612) 
626-0314. 

New MOREHELP GRAPHICS 

There is now a new MOREHELP GRAPHICS entry on the VX. In addition, the information 
and the writeups that are mentioned in MOREHELP have been updated to reflect the current 
state of graphics at ACSS. The graphics writeups on the CA have also been updated. 
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CALLPRG Changes 
Michele Lewis 

On February 2, we removed the following CALLPRG entries on the CYBER CA: 
FUTURE,GRAFLIB, FUTURE,MNCORE, FUTURE,PLOT31, and FUTURE,PLOTPAC. 

ACSS originally put up the future versions of these packages in anticipation of the next 
version of MNCORE. They are no longer necessary because of our reduced support of the 
MNCORE standard. 

If you have any questions or problems concerning these changes, call Michele Lewis at 
(612) 626-0314. 

PicSure Short Course 
Jill McAllister 

There will be a three-day short course on the graphics package PicSure beginning Monday, 
March 9. This class will cover the creation of line graphs, bar and pie charts, scattergrams, 
and pages of text (as used for signs). It will also include the use of the Metafile Translator, 
which allows you to send files to all of the graphics output devices that we support, including 
the Xerox 8700 laser printer. The registration fee includes documentation. For more 
information about this short course, please call 625-7397. 

Statistics Packaaes 

SPSSX Upgrade on the CYBER CA 

Bruce Center 

66 

We have installed version 2.01 of SPssX on the CA. This release is essentially a bug fix, 
with few new functional features. However, several improvements should be visible to the 
user: 

• 28 errors are fixed. This includes the catastrophic bug that caused FREQUENCIES to 
occasionally churn until time limit in an infinite loop. A full list of corrected and still 
uncorrected errors can be obtained by typing: 

WRITEUP,SPSSX=BUGFIX/PT=AS,L=out. 
PRINT,out,EC=A9,UJN=site*bin,P. 

Also fixed are major bugs with XSAVE, the reading of string variables in SPSS 
(Version 9) System files, and the strange memory management in DISCRIMINANT. 

• Memory management is fully dynamic. Thew= parameter of the SPssX statement is 
now ignored. SPssX will now use as much memory as it needs, up to the maxim~m 
permitted by our system. This is usually 377,777 octal words unless you change 1t. 
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• The Local part of the INFO file is extended. The SPssX command INFO LOCAL gives 
expanded and updated information. Similarly, 

WRITEUP,SPSSX=LOCAL/PT=AS,L=out. 
PRINT,out,EC~9,UJN=site*bin,P. 

yields updated information on how to run SPssX at ACSS. 

• A section on PLOT has been added. PLOT is a new line-printer plotting procedure. (It 
should not be confused with PLOT in SPSS which generates graphs on our high
quality digital plotters.) 

• EXPORT files are now required to be a multiple of 240 characters. In exchange for 
that restriction, all blocks written will have the same size. 

• EXPORT files are no longer automatically rewound. This allows for writing several 
EXPORT files on one tape during an SPssX run. 

• It is theoretically possible to upload and download EXPORT files directly from a micro 
running KERMIT and SPSS/PC to the CYBER. This facility is untested. 

This new version of SPSSX can be run interactively. It is no longer necessary to run 
SPssX only as a submit job, although users may wish to continue to do so. To run 
interactively, first ACQUIRE the SPssX command file and any data files or SPssX system 
files that you need and then type: 

SPSSX,I=commandfile,L=outputfile. 

You should inspect the output file and then route it to a printer if it is correct. 

If SPssX uses an amount of memory that is close to the job limit, the Cyber Record Manager 
or Dynamic Loader may not be able to get the amount of central memory they need. By 
default, the system reserves 1500 words of memory for them. In most cases this is enough, 
but it is very difficult to estimate exactly the memory requirement of a particular job. 

If an SPssX job fails with the error 9020, you should increase the memory available for 
system purposes using the WB parameter. WB=lOOOO should be sufficient for most large 
jobs. 

SCSS to be Removed from the CVBER CA 
Bruce Center 

Due to incompatibilities with NOS 2, limited demand, and simple old age (SCSS is no longer 
supported by the vendor, and has not been modified since 1981 ), we are removing SCSS 
(the SPSS Conversational Statistical System) from the CA. Users who anticipate a need 
for this package should contact the Statistical HELP-Line at 626-1887 between 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. Monday through Friday. 
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NOS News 

CVBER Upgrade to NOS 2.5.1 
Dave Bianchi 
BITNET: DJB@UMNACVX 
Mail on CA, MD, UX, and VX: djb 

On March 22, we plan to upgrade our CYBER CA and MD systems to NOS 2.5.1-664. 

Test Periods 

We will be providing test periods for users the first three Sunday evenings in March (March 1, 
8, 15). On those Sundays, NOS 2.5.1 will be brought up at 6 p.m. and run until end-of
operations (4 a.m. on theCA, 1 a.m. on the MD). Users who experience problems during the 
test period may call the HELP-Line at 626-5592. The HELP-Line will be staffed from 6 p.m. 
to 9 p.m. during each of the test periods. 

Changes 

Eight new system libraries have been added to allow users to specify more than two user 
libraries in their global library set. These libraries are called USRLIB1 through USRLIB8. 

Suppose you wish to include three of your own user libraries in the global library set for your 
current job. In the case below, you will receive the error message shown below: 

/get,mylibl,mylib2,mylib3. 
/library,mylibl,mylib2,mylib3. 
TOO MANY USER LIBRARIES SPECIFIED. 

You can give one or more of your libraries a US RUB name, as shown below, and add it to 
your global library set. 

/rename,usrlibl=mylib3. 
/library,mylibl,mylib2,usrlib1. 
LIBRARY,MYLIBl,MYLIB2,USRLIBl. 

Other changes include password blanking, the repositioning of the CCL FAMILY name, and 
the use of the fast overlay loader with global user libraries. For further information on these 
changes, use WRITEUP ,NOS664 on the CYBERs. 

MTOOLS Update 

Dave Bianchi 

68 

We have put up a new version of MTOOLS, a set of CCL procedures that can be used by 
class account administrators to manage sub-user accounts. For more information, see 
WRITEUP I MTOOLS • 
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Dave Bianchi 

We have created and installed a NOS 2 version of the SETV AL procedure (which ran under 
NOS 1) on both the CYBER CA and MD. With SETVAL, you can change several validations 
of your account, including: 

• Your initial log-in parity (even or odd). 

• Your "rubout count," the number of null characters printed before each line. 
(This applies to printing terminals only). 

• Your initial log-in duplex (full or half). 

These first three do not apply if you work on CDCNET. (Your login message will tell you 
if you are on CDCNET.) 

• Your user prologue file name, username, and password. (You can also change these 
with the UPROC command.) 

• Your default terminal type. 

• Your default character set-ASCII or NORMAL (caps only). 

• Your initial log-in subsystem (BATCH, BASIC, Fortran, PASCAL, etc.) 

• Your default user service class. (This can also be changed with the cavAL 
command.) 

• Your archiving term (i.e., the number of months that pass without accessing a file 
before the file is dumped to tape and removed from your account.) You may set this 
value from zero to 12 months. (Zero sets the account for the default for your machine, 
packname, or family. 

You can begin learning how to use SETVAL by logging on to either CYBER and typing 

setval,? 

The CYBER will display a short help text on the purpose and use of SETVAL. If you have 
questions as you answer the on-screen prompts, simply type a question mark. SETVAL will 
respond with information to help you answer the prompt. 

Use the LIMJ:TS command to check the current values on your account. 

Who Can Use SETV AL? 

Any CYBER user who can change his or her password-which includes most users-can 
change account validations with SETV AL in any way. The only exception is the archive 
term. Users of student accounts for classroom work will generally not be able to change this 

Continued on page 70 
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Continued from page 69 

value. Master users (class account administrators) can also change these validations for 
subordinate accounts. 

For More Information 

For more information on the SETV AL utility, see WRITEUP, SETVAL. 
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Math and EOQineerina Packages 

VMS Documentation for New LIBS Commanc:f 
Mike Frisch 
BITNET: MJFRISCH@UMNACVX 
Mail on VX: MJFRISCH 
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In the November Newsletter, we announced a new command called LIBS that makes it 
easier to use Fortran applications libraries on VMS. We have added some online 
documentation for this command as a help file and as a writeup that has the same 
information as the help file. 

To access the help file, enter: 

$ MOREHELP LIBS 

while to read a complete copy of the information in the help file, enter: 

$ TYPE ACSS$WRITEUP:LIBS 

or 

$ EDIT/READ_ONLY ACSS$WRITEUP:LIBS.LIS 

or to obtain a printed copy, enter: 

$ ENQUEUE X9700/PORTRAIT/NAME=xx.nnn ACSS$WRITEUP:LIBS 

where xx is the site code and nnn is the bin number where the output should be delivered. 
For example, EA. 425 is a bin number at Lind Hall. 
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New ACM Algorithms 
Ting/i Pan 

We now have on disk the collected ACM algorithms as published in the journal ACM 
Transactions on Mathematical Software, starting with algorithm 493 from March, 1975. We 
recently added algorithms 639 and 640, published in March 1986. They are 

ALG639 
ALG640 

To Integrate Some Infinite Oscillating Tails 
Efficient Calculation of Frequency Response Matrices from State Space 
Models 

All these algorithms are available to users on the FETCH file CALGOPL, which is a MODIFY 
program library on the CYBER CA computer. The list of the available algorithms and 
commands to access them are given in the writeup obtained by the command 

WR.ITEUP,CALGOPL 

The journal ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software is available in the Computing 
Information Center, 128A Lind Hall. If you have questions, contact Tingli Pan at 625-0307. 

VMS News 

Working on VMS System Time: Know the Risks 
Marisa Riviere 

ACSS publishes a list of operating hours for its central mainframes in each issue of this 
Newsletter. ACSS adheres to those hours for delivering stable VMS computing services. 
The other hours are "System Time," used for internal system support, including: installation, 
upgrades, and testing of new systems; preventative hardware maintenance and upgrades; 
and mass-storage file archiving and maintenance. 

The VMS system can also be used outside the established operating hours for your 
emergency computing when a "System Time" message is part of the welcome at login. The 
risks for the user during this time include the following: 

• The system may go down at any time. 

• There is no guarantee that certain off-hours will always be available for this purpose. 

• There is no operator intervention for tape mounting and print jobs, and large batch 
jobs may be lost. 

You will be charged for the system resources you use during off-hours except for file storage 
changes. 

At certain times during off-hours, you will not be able to establish any connection to VMS or 
you will find a message requesting you to log off. ACSS does not recommend off-hours for 
users in general, but realizes that some users may need certain additional times for 
emergency work. 
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Default CPU Time Limit to be Changed for Batch Queues 
Marisa Riviere 

On February 15, we will change the CPU default time limit for jobs on our VX batch queues to 
three minutes. Currently, the time limit is infinite. We previously recommended that users set 
their own limitations with the /CPUtime parameter on the Submit command. Since it is 
possible to forget to add this parameter and go into an unwanted, infinite loop, we decided 
that the new option would add a beneficial level of protection. 

Users with jobs that utilize large amounts of CPU time on their batch jobs can override the 
default CPU time limit by explicitly specifying the /CPUTime parameter on the Submit 
command. 

The maximum CPU time allowed for batch jobs will continue to be unlimited. (Some 
restrictions do apply for instructional users.) Please remember that all CPU time limits are in 
the format of delta time values and that these values apply to the total time needed to run the 
complete submitted job, not to each of the job's steps. 

If you want to override the new default time limit on the batch queues, submit your job as 
follows: 

$Submit/CPUTime=01:00:00 job_name queue_name 

This command will allow job job name to run on the queue name queue for one hour. 
By default, queue_name, if omitted, is sys$batch. -

User Services 

Consulting via Mail 
Pete Oberg 
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Consulting is now available via the mail facility on all ACSS systems (theCA, MD, VX, and 
UX). Send mail to username CONSULT on the VX and UX, and topic Consult on the CA and 
MD for questions after hours and for low-priority questions that are not critical to your 
immediate computing work. This service will help those who work late into the evening and 
would like a response concerning a question about an error message, programming 
language, or our facilities and services. In the morning, log on to your account and enter the 
mail facility on your system to receive your reply directly on the VX and UX. On the CA and 
MD, enter the mail facility, locate your question with the TREAD I CONSULT command, and 
receive your reply with the PRINT 1 mes saqe number I submes saqe number 
command. 

When writing CONSULT please describe your problem as clearly and fully as possible and 
please provide relevant file names. You should also include your phone number. 

The CONSULT topic on theCA and MD is a public file. Please do not put your account 
number password in mail messages. 

For other questions, you can still contact our HELP-Line (626-5592), specialized phone 
consulting services, and our face-to-face consulting, which remain your main so~r~es for 
receiving help with your computing needs. (See the Help Page at the back of th1s 1ssue for 
information about all these services.) 
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Camous Offices 

ACSS Office Move 

Mike Frisch 
BITNET: MJFRISCH@UMNACVX 
Mail on VX: MJFRISCH 

On January 26, we moved the remaining offices in Wulling Hall and an office in Shepherd 
Labs to the mezzanine level of Fraser Hall, 1 06 Pleasant St. SE. These include the 
Scientific Programs Librarian (M133 Fraser, phone 625-5830), the Statistics Software 
Manager (M139, 625-2538), the Text Processing consultant (M137, 625-1391), and the 
consultants for Artificial Intelligence and Text Analysis (M141, 625-8332). The address for 
campus and U.S. Mail is ACSS, University of Minnesota, 128A Lind Hall, 207 Church St. SE, 
Minneapolis, MN 55455. You are welcome to visit us in these redecorated facilities in Fraser 
Hall; we suggest you call first for directions and to make sure we are in. 
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General Consulting 

Walk-In: 

HELP-Line: 

128C Lind Hall, 1 0 am to 4 pm weekdays and 7 to 9 pm on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. 

626-5592, 8 pm to 5 pm weekdays. 

Specialized HELP-Lines 

HELP-Line 

Artificial Intelligence 

Data Bases 

Microcomputers 

Statistics 

Text Analysis 

~ 
C::::J 

Phone Number 

625-8332 

626-1887 

626-4276 

626-1893 

625-8332 

Hours 

3 to 4 pm weekdays. 

1 0 to 11 am weekdays. 

9 am to noon & 1 :30 to 4 pm, Monday, 
Tuesday, Friday; 9 am to 4 pm, 
Wednesday and Thursday. 

11 am to 2 pm weekdays. 

3 to 4 pm weekdays. 

Text Processing 625-1391 9:30 to 11:30 pm, Monday, Wednesday; 
1 to 2 pm, Tuesday, Thursday. 

Consulting by Mail B 

Consulting is now available via the mail facility on all ACSS systems (the CA. MD, VX, and UX). Send mail to username 
CONSULT for questions after hours and for low-priority questions that are not critical to your immediate computing work. 
Replies will be sent to your account through the mail facility on your system. 

Instructional Computing Consultant 

Department instructors may call 626-1 085 for assistance in choosing ACSS systems (CYBERINOS, VAXNMS, 
ENCORE/UNIX), software, and for answers to any other inquiries on using computers for instructional computing. 

Computing Information Center 
128A Und Hall, 625-7397 

Computing account and grant applications available for CYBER, ENCORE, and VAX computers. 

Short course enrollment. Short course schedules and class descriptions available. 

Assistance In ordering vendor documentation. Vendor documentation is not always available in the university 
bookstores and may be ordered directly from the company. 

Complete documentation collection. Reference copies of vendor and all other documentation for ACSS software. 

Free ACSS documentation available. 

Computing Newsletters. Subscribe to the ACSS Newsletter or the ACSS Microcomputer Newsletter. Newsletters from 
other computing centers are also available for reference. 
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ACSSPHONENUMBERS 

Administrative Office: 626-1600 

Access: 
CYBER (CA)- ................................... . 
CYBER (MD)- ................................... . 
ENCORE (UX)- ................................ . 
VAX (VX)- ..................................... . 
RJE (2400 baud) ............................... . 
RJE (4800 baud) ............................... . 

Accounts: 
CYBER, ENCORE, VAX ..................... . 

Computer Hours (recorded message) ......... . 
Computing Information Center .................. . 
Contract Services .................................. . 
East Bank l/0, 128B Lind Hall .................. . 
Engineering Services ............................. .. 
Equipment Maintenance/Repair ................ .. 
Graphics Software ................................ .. 
Information, Lauderdale .......................... .. 
Lauderdale Computer Room .................... .. 

626-1620 
626-1622 
626-1681 
626-1641 
626-1656 
626-1663 

625-1511 
626-1819 
625-7397 
625-2303 
625-5082 
627-4177 
627-4357 
626-5592 
626-1600 
626-0550 

HELP-Line: 626-5592 

Lauderdale Services .............................. .. 
Magnetic Tape Librarian .......................... .. 
Math and Statistics Packages .................. .. 
Micro Information ................................... .. 
Newsletter Subscription ......................... .. 
Permanent File Restoration ...................... . 
Project Assist ...................................... .. 
Public Labs (Managed by ACSS) 

14 Folwell Hall .................................... .. 
306B Lind Hall .................................... .. 
130 Physics ..................................... .. 
9 Walter Library .................................. .. 

Publications Information .......................... .. 
Remote Batch {RJE) Services .................. . 
Short Course Registration ....................... .. 
Shuttle Bus Service ............................... .. 
System Status {recorded message) .......... .. 

SYSTEM OPERATING HOURS 

626-1838 
626-1838 
626-5830 
626-4276 
625-7397 
626-0595 
626-1090 

625-4896 
625-9032 
625-7850 
626-1899 
626-1093 
625-7850 
625-7397 
625-9525 
626-1819 

CYBER (CA), ENCORE (UX), and VAX (VX) CA and VX Low Rate CYBER(MD) 

M-F 7 am- 4am 8 pm - 4 am, 7 am- 8 am 7 am -1 am 

Sat 4am- 9pm all operating hours 7 am -10 pm 

Sun 6pm-4am all operating hours 6 pm -1 am 

PUBLIC LABS-TWIN CITIES CAMPUS 

Location Batch Interactive Micro Location Batch Interactive Micro 

East Bank TerrH X 
ApH204 X VinH4 X 
Arch 148 X VinH 203 X 
CenH X Walib9 X X 
ComH X 
DiehiH 207, 270 X West Bank 
EddyH Annex 54 X AndH 170 p X 
EltH 121,124 p X BlegH 140 p X 
FoiH 14, 14a p X X MdbH X 
FronH X OMWL2 p X 
LindH 26 X 
LindH 1288 X X St. Paul 
LindH 306B X BaH X 
MechE308 X Centlib 850 X 
MoosT8-425 X Claotf 125 E X X 
Phys 130 X X ClaOff 822 X 
PioH X 
SanH X P means Printer only. 

For more information see WRITEUP,LABS. 
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